Abstract Runge-Kutta-Nyström methods possess a separate theory from the classical Runge-Kutta schemes for the derivation of their order conditions and principal truncation error terms. A new code using the Mathematica programming language properties and tensor products is proved very efficient in this task.
to furnish a code for the construction of the order conditions. There have only been codes for the case of Runge-Kutta methods. Keiper [12] was probably the first who wrote a package for the symbolic manipulation program Mathematica. However that first package was limited in deriving low order conditions. Later, around 1993 Later, around -1994 four researchers presented their proposal on this subject. In Hosea [11], a recurrence due to Albrecht [1] for generating order conditions is refined to produce truncation error coefficients. His code written in ANSI C, is called RKTEC and is available from Netlib. Harrison [10] , and Papakostas [17] suggested the tensor notation deriving very interesting symbolic codes. That early package due to Papakostas helped a lot for the truncation error calculations in a series of papers of our group [20, 22, 23, 19, 24] . Later Sofroniou [21] , gave an integrated package for deriving Runge-Kutta order conditions. Then Papakostas [18] , proposed to avoid the derivation of trees in a such a package. Finally Famelis et al. [6] , presented a very efficient code for the derivation of Runge-Kutta order conditions and our present work is an extension of that work. The only code for generating RKN trees that we are aware is due to Okunbor [15] . His program was build in the lines of Keiper code and does not compete the software presented here since it fails at high orders.
In the following section we outline the theory of RKN order conditions. Then we present the elements of Combinatorial Mathematics and Tree Theory have been used to approach the construction of a powerful and efficient symbolic package for the derivation of Runge-Kutta-Nyström order conditions and principal truncation error terms. In our approach the tree construction as matrix products produces a very fast and portable package which is cheap in memory usage too.
Runge-Kutta-Nyström order conditions
Runge-Kutta-Nyström methods are used to solve second order ODE problem
These methods make no use of the past approximations and after getting the value y n and y n as the numerical approximations of y (t n ) and y (t n ) the methods proceed to the evaluation of y n+1 and y n+1 as an estimation of y (t n+1 ) = y (t n + h n ) and y (t n+1 ) = y (t n + h n ) respectively, according to the following formulae: y n+1 = y n + h n y n + h 
